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GENERAL

Thank you to the Committee of The SBTC of S.A. Inc. for the invitation to judge Staffords on this weekend. 
Also to all the owners, breeders and exhibitors from near and far who entered their dogs. It was great to get 
120 entries :-). I would like to thank my Stewards; Carol Smith (Ring) and Marie Lowden (Assembly) for 
controlling the ring and honouring my requests. It made my job a lot more pleasant not to get distracted by 
racing Staffords or exhibitors stepping out in line-ups. Also, to Ingrid Matschke Photography for taking 
additional side-on photos - making my critiques more interesting, hopefully.

Of course each judge has their own perspective, and interpretation of the breed standard. I do my best to be 
honest to the breed and constructive in my assessment of each exhibit, and hope my opinion will be accepted 
in the manner it was given on the day. 

My impression... heads (in particular) varied from, ‘plain’ or ‘long - flatter’ to ‘deep through’ with pronounced 
stop. For me, CH CASTLEBAR RING SIDE RIOT, BORSTAFF DEAR DOROTHY DIX, BROHEZ CLASH 
OF KINGS (Al), CH WARBYDOG JAKUTA JAK and AUS BRED BITCH CLASS were the stand outs of 
the day with over-all balance, keen expression and being ‘fit for function’ as well as had sound movement.  
Mouths were generally acceptable. I’m happy to report that all my placing (accept for two) had scissor bites.

If you want to be competitive, ensure your dogs are ‘fit for function’ - presented hard and toned. Not only is it 
a pleasure to judge a fit dog - it can mean the difference between first and second. I’d also like to suggest that 
handlers assess their dogs’ movement as the fronts were mostly parallel but the hind movement had a lot of 
variation from close movement, to a leg swinging inwards, close movement or ‘favouring’ of joints.

INDIVIDUAL CRITIQUES

BABY PUPPY DOG

1st #4 | SHADOWSTAFF THE MASTER

BB. Balanced, sound young dog with typical proportions, angulation and presented well. Clean 
head piece, strong muzzle with tight lips, neat ears and dark eye with keen expression. Correct black 
pigmentation. Straight front legs well under him with tight feet. Held his topline on the move and 
parallel front and back. Good rear angulation, with hocks well let down. Light in loin. Coat: Smooth, 
short and close. Pump-handle tail - set on low, medium in length. B.BPIS.

2nd #2 | Mrs L Szirer - BORSTAFF DUDLEY DOOGOOD

Red with black mask. Proportions of head and skull typical for his age. A bit lippy with loose skin 
which I hope he will grow into. Eyes dark. Rose ears. Neck rather short. Strongly built with ample bone. 
Legs straight and well boned, set rather wide apart. Brisket deep - just below elbows with noticeable 
prosternum. Hindquarters angulation more upright than front.



3rd #3 | Mrs L Szirer - BORSTAFF THUNDER MAKER

R. Head is typical for his age and cleaner than second placed. Needs to learn how to hold his ears 
up (possibly due to teething). Very similar make-up as the second place with slightly less bone, but 
sufficient. Second and third can easily swop places on another day.

MINOR PUPPY DOG

1st #6 | Ms K Roebig - BXACT THE DOPPLER EFFECT

B. Balanced. Correct head proportions with keen expression. Lips tight and clean. Scissor bite. Skull is 
deep through with well placed rose ears. Excellent deep under jaw. Eyes dark looking straight ahead. 
Neck, clean in outline. Front legs straight and well boned, set rather wide apart, showing no weakness 
at the pasterns, from which the feet turn out a little. Close coupled, with level topline and well sprung 
ribs. Hind typical muscle for a youngster, hocks well let down with stifles well bent. Legs parallel when 
viewed from behind. Tail of medium length and carried low. Legs moving parallel when viewed from 
front or rear. Handled well. B. MPIS.

2nd #5 | J Rasche & Ms GD Tomney - ANVILHART LICENSE TO CHILL

B. Head - less chiselled than first placed, distinct stop, fore-face slightly tapering to black nose. Scissor 
bite. Eyes dark. Clean shoulders with straight front legs. Level topline, Correct brisket depth, well 
sprung ribs extending well back. A bit more daylight than first. I’d prefer the feet a bit tighter with 
darker nails. Hind quarter still under developed (typical for his age). Low set on tail. Moved well.

3rd #7 | Ms D Adams - WESTROVA STOIC MASTERMIND (AI)

BB. Head - deep through with a broad skull. Pronounced cheek muscles, distinct stop, short fore-face 
tapering to black nose. Scissor bite. Lips tight and clean. Small rose ears. Eyes set wide apart and rims 
dark. Good Bone. Coat short and close. Would like to see more reach and discernible drive. Topline 
can be better. Handled well.

PUPPY DOG

1st #11 | Ms E Lay - KIMBASTAFF DOO YOU BELIEVE

B. Head clean with strong fore-face. Scissor bite. Eyes brown in keeping with coat colour. Rose ears. 
Straight front, clean shoulders, well boned. Neck - muscular, rather short, clean in outline. Would like 
to see darker nails and more angulation in the hind quarter. Moved parallel. OPP. PIS.

2nd #9 | Ms D Edwards & Ms K Edwards - SOOKALOTT YOURENTIREL YBONKERS

BB. Excellent deep through head with keen expression. Scissor bite. Straight front legs. Short in body 
with good tuck-up and strong muscled hind quarter. Correct side movement but not as sound as I 
would like in hind. Slightly over angulated behind for me. Low tailset.

3rd #13 | Ms P James - KIMBASTAFF DOO YOU DANCE

B. Strong in head. Deep through, strong fore-face. Scissor bite. Small rose ears. Straight front. Clean 
in shoulder. Would prefer darker pigmentation and a stronger muscled second thigh which should 
improve with maturity.



JUNIOR DOG

1st #14 | Bustabones Kennels - CH BUSTABONES TRY WHISTLING

BB. There is a lot to like about this dog. Clean head piece with typical features. Strong fore-face and 
scissor bite. Well balanced front and rear angulation. Wide front, straight legs, strong, well-padded 
tight feet with dark nails. Deep brisket, well sprung ribs, muscular and well defined. Moved parallel 
with level top-line. Presented in good condition. Hocks well let down with pronounced second thigh. 
Pump-handle tail - set on low. Handled well. Would’ve liked to see a little more keenness in his 
expression. B. JIS

2nd #15 | Mrs A Dean & Mr G Bator - HANDPIKD JACK OF DIAMONDS

White with BB marking. Strong head - a bit fleshy for me. Rose ears. Deep through skull. 
Unsatisfactory canines - needs a wider under jaw. Front wide, lots of bone with soft pasterns and over-
loaded shoulders. Short in neck and leg in relation to his body. A lot of bull. Well developed second 
thigh. Not quite parallel in hind movement.

INTERMEDIATE DOG

1st #20 | Ms F McBride - BROHEZ CLASH OF KINGS (Al)

BB. Head short, deep through with a broad skull. Very pronounced cheek muscles, distinct stop, short 
fore-face, nose black. I would’ve preferred tighter skin in the head but it was of good shape, keen 
expression from round, medium size eyes, set to look straight ahead. Eye rims dark. Strong under jaw. 
Small rose ears. Strong neck and lay of shoulder. Coat can be shorter. Moved freely, powerful and agile 
with economy of effort (light and jaunty). Compact. Well developed second thigh. Hocks well let down. 
Happy to award him the Challenge today. OPP. BIIS.

2nd #18 | Ms D & K Edwards & Ms K Roebig - CH SOOKALOTT ARMED N RED E (Al)

Red. Another lovely dog. Solid - balanced dog. Clean in head with strong forface, dark muzzle, and 
deep through skull with rose ears. Eyes lacking the same keen expression of the first placed today. 
Strong, short neck sloping into shoulders and straight front legs. Depth of brisket roughly to the elbow. 
Moved parallel but side on with top-line variation. Handled and presented well. Can swop placings on 
another day.

3rd #22 | Mr N Morton - CH. SAVION STAND AND DELIVER

B. Preferred the head shape of the first two but still clean, deep through with strong muzzle. Smaller 
eyes not as round as I’d like. Front legs straight and well boned, set rather wide apart, showing no 
weakness at the pasterns, from which the feet turn out a little. Shoulders well laid back with no 
looseness at elbow. A little longer in body with good tuck-up and underline. Hindquarters can be more 
angulated, lacking sufficient muscle definition in his hind for his age.

STATE BRED DOG

1st #25 | Mr S Wilkes - BROOKSTREET MR WASHINGTON (Al)

Red. Head of good proportions, kind round eye with black pigmentation. Strong in muzzle. Scissor. 
Well-boned, straight front legs. Brisket a tad deep with ‘updrawn’ underline. Nice thickness in hind 
quarter, well bent stifle and back angulation. A nice enough dog that would benefit from losing a tad of 
weight and/or being toned. OPP SBIS



2nd #27 | J L & AH Griffin - RAVENSWOOD START ME UP

BB. Strong headed dog with the right proportions but a bit lippy. Scissor. Correct ear shape and brown 
eyes. Front set wide with feet turning out a little. Dip behind the wither and longer in loin than my 
preference. Level topline. Good tail carriage and moved satisfactory. Well handled.

3rd #24 | S Wymark - SAVION HEARTBREAKER

BB. Deep through head, tapering muzzle with not enough under jaw. Scissor. Straight front legs set 
wide apart. Nails black. Short enough in body with slight tuck-up. Tail set high. Preferred movement of 
first and second placed.

AUSTRALIAN BRED DOG

1st #34 | Mr L A Boyd - MOKOIASTAFF WHOS YA DADDY JC.

BB. Head strong, wide and deep through with strong muzzle with good under jaw. Scissor. Neck 
strong but a bit too short in reach for me. Wide front with straight legs and strong pasterns. Good 
spring of rib extending well back with pronounced sternum. Held a level topline and moved parallel. 
Pump handle tail set on low. Well developed hindquarters. Well handled and presented well defined 
condition. OPP. B. AU.B.IS

2nd #32 | Ms D Edwards & Ms K Edwards - CH SOOKALOTT STOP N STARE

R. Clean in head, strong in muzzle with dark mask. Slightly longer in muzzle than first placed. Scissor. 
Pronounced cheek muscles. Good dome, rose ears. Lovely reach of neck. Pronounced wither. Front 
angulation good lay of shoulder, longer in loin than first. Moved parallel. Nails can be darker. I would 
prefer a wider ham in the hind quarter - slightly more angulated to match the front. Hocks well let 
down. Topline level. Tail set on low.

3rd #36 | Mr A.W Lyon & Mrs J Lyon - CH. LIONSDEN ROYAL RENEGADE

BB. Head broad, not as deep-through as the previous placed dogs. Muzzle with slight Roman arch on 
bridge, creating a rather distinct stop with flatter skull. Scissor. Rose ears. Neck strong. Good straight 
front. Ample bone, strong pasterns. Dark pigmentation. A bit long in loin for me with noticeable rise. 
Pelvis a bit flat and can he could have a more pronounced second thigh.

OPEN DOG

1st #40 | Mr P Flentjar & Mrs S Flentjar - CH WARBYDOG JAKUTA JAK

R. Well balanced dog with strong clean head, rose ears, dark muzzle, clean lips and round eyes. 
Scissor. Very comfortable in his own skin on the move with very little rise and fall. Straight front. Free, 
powerful and agile with economy of effort - light and jaunty - pleasing to the eye. Coat short and close. 
I would prefer more angulation but front and back was balanced. Very well handled, letting the dog 
present itself (or so it seemed). Happy to award as my Reserve Challenge dog on the day.

2nd #32 | Ms F Mc Bride - UK. CH. BROHEZ RUBIN HURRICANE (Al)

BB. Striking dog on the stack, with overall balance. Lovely type. Clean head piece, strong muzzle, lips 
tight and clean. Deep-through skull, well pronounced cheek muscles, small rose ears. Scissor. Dark 
round eye. Wide front, strong pasterns. Good angulation, reach of muscular neck. Presented in top-
condition and a pleasure to lay one’s hands on. Well sprung ribs, short in loin. Topline level. Lost out 
on back movement for me today. Well handled.



3rd #39 | Mr D Livingstone & Mrs B Livingstone - CH LIKALOT DIVIL S WANDERER (A l)

BB. Well defined, muscular dog. Strong in head, deep through skull. Scissor. No fleshiness. Strong in 
neck. Well laid back shoulders with Could easily swop placings on another day. Hind well muscled, 
hocks well let down with stifles well bent. Legs parallel when viewed from behind. Well padded, strong 
and of medium size. Nails black.

BABY PUPPY BITCH

1st #56 | Carla Whitehorn - VALOURFORCE KISS ME

BB. Head is right in relation for her age. Clean, tight skin, strong in muzzle, dark eye with keen 
expression. Rose ears. Good reach of neck. Clean shoulders. Well set apart front with straight legs. 
Ample bone. Tight feet. Short in body. Well angulated. Good bend of stifle, hock well let down. Tail of 
medium length set on low. Coat shiny, close and short. Promising pup! Well handled. OPP. B. BPIS

2nd #55 | SHADOWSTAFF THE MISTRESS

BB. Another good looking pup. Clean in head and fore-face. Broad muzzle. Keen expression with rose 
ears. Clean, straight front, level topline. Tail set on high. Slightly longer in loin. Tucked-up underline. 
Hind quarter to catch up in strength. Lots of promise.

3rd #53 | Mr P Flentjar & Mrs S Flentjar - BORSTAFF HI JYNX

R. Correct head for her age, deep and wide. Strong muzzle. Rose ears well placed. Front is typical. Deep 
brisket Neck rather short. Hindquarters not as well-angulated as I would like. Tail set slightly high.

MINOR PUPPY BITCH

1st #40 | Ms PA Bonanno - BRONYAYR VIOLETS PETAL

Typical head, clean, wide and deep through. Good expression. Lovely under jaw. Scissor. Good bone, 
strong stifles. Dark pigment. Chest deep and extending well back into short loin. Satisfactory Topline 
and back angulation. Would like shorter-closer hair. Well presented. OPP. O.IS 

2nd #45 | Mr P J Walsh & Mrs J M Walsh - KYPAJUKA CHERRY BLOSSOM

R. Feminine head with strong muzzle, deep through. Rose ears and good expression. Balanced body, 
good spring of rib, light in loin, acceptable topline with slight rise over loin. Low tailset. Can do with a 
bit more second thigh. Handled well.

3rd #39 | Jo Rasche & Ms Gd Tomney - ANVILHART TALKING TO AN ANGEL

White with a few black Brindle spots. Feminine head with kind expression. Kind, round eye with 
black pigmentation. Ample muzzle strength for a young bitch. Well placed rose ears. Wide straight 
front. Tight feet, with good pigmentation. Crested neck. Balanced angulation. Level topline and moved 
parallel front and back. Hocks well let down. Tail could possibly be slightly lower set, due to a flatter 
pelvis. But overall a pleasing bitch. Handled well.



PUPPY BITCH

1st #65 | Ms D Treadwell - KIMBASTAFF DOO IT WITH STYLE

BB. Typical clean bitch in head, fore-face and body. Strong muzzle, keen expression and flighty rose 
ears. Lovely reach of neck. Clean shoulders. Wide front. Straight legs strong pasterns. Tight feet. Black 
nails. Tuck-up. Strong hindquarters. Moved parallel, holding a level topline. Pump handle tail. Short 
and close coat. Handled well. B. PIS. Overall Best Puppy In Show.

2nd #69 | Mr N Morton & Mrs S Wymark - SAVION RAZZEL DAZZEL

BB. More strength than my first place. Good head shape, strong and deep. Rose ears. Lips slightly 
padded. Strong, muscular neck on the short side. Body short. Good spring of rib. Straight front. Bone. 
Good tight feet. Hocks well let down. Tail set on low. Would like a bit more animation in expression 
and showing confidence.

3rd #64 | Ms A Robinson - LEYWYCH PIECE OF MISCHIEF

R. Head is more feminine. Eyes can be a bit more round. Rose ears. Good front, straight less, would 
like tighter feet and darker pigmentation. Slightly longer cast. Good rib extending back. Level topline. 
Balanced angulation both front and back. Muscular. Close short coat. Typical tail.

JUNIOR BITCH

1st #78 | Mr A Fidler & Mrs R Fidler - ONAHI JUST LIKE FIRE

BB. Great, keen expression. Clean in head with tight thin lips, small ears. Muzzle tapering to a black 
nose. I would’ve enjoyed a tad more under jaw and weight on her. Strong, short neck with reach. A 
tad straight in upper arm but equal in hind making for balanced movement. Slight rise over loin. 
Underline a bit cut-up. Pump handle tail. Smooth coat, short and close. Very fit (a pleasure). Well 
handled and presented. OPP. JIS

2nd #77 | Mr N Morton & Ms K Roebig - CH. BXACT TALKING POINT

R. Balanced, short coupled bitch. Head with tight skin, muzzle slightly longer than my ideal. Lips 
tight and clean. Eyes dark and curious. Rose ears. Front wide, straight legs set under body, good bone, 
pastern turning out slightly. Neck rather short, clean in outline, gradually widening to well laid back 
shoulders. Brisket deep, level topline, well sprung ribs. Defined but softer than first place. Hindquarters 
are well angulated to match the front. Level topline. Tail set on slightly high. Can change places on 
another day.

3rd #71 | Mr D Livingstone & Mrs B Livingstone - LIKALOT MAYHEM RISING

BB. Well headed bitch with the right ratio of muzzle to skull. Clean deep through. Tight lips. Narrower 
in front than first and second with soft pasterns. Good reach of neck. Sloping back and croup. Not as 
hard as first. Coat close and short. Hock longer. Preferred movement of first two.



INTERMEDIATE BITCH

1st #81 | Mrs J & Mr P Walsh & Mrs L Szirer - BORSTAFF DEAR DOROTHY DIX

Pied. Head clean, tight lips, Strong fore-face, dark pigmentation around eyes, nose and nails. Skull 
can possibly be deeper but feminine. Straight front, strong pasterns. Muscular, pronounced crest of 
neck. Front and back angulation balanced. Ribs well sprung and extending back. Strong in loin with 
a definite tuck-up. A powerful, compact bitch with sound movement with level topline. Ample reach 
and drive with typical jaunty movement. Appearing strong and agile. Well presented and well handled. 
R.BIS. BIIS

2nd #82 | Mrs J Rasche & Miss R Hartnett - NEWORDER GODDESS ON A MOUNTAIN

BB. Clean headed bitch with strong muzzle and deep through skull. Brown eyes. Rose ears. Like to see 
more width in front, tight toes. Black nails. Good bone. Ribs well sprung. Light in loin. Would like to 
see more width in hams. Short in body.

3rd #88 | Mr C W HEARD - TOPLOADER ROWDY ROUSY

BB. Great expression, clean in the head, deep through. Tight lips, Rose ears. Clean shoulders - would’ve 
liked a bit more angulation in upper arm, straight front, a tad narrow for my liking. Good reach of 
strong neck. Short in body, close coupling. Rise over loin. Acceptable back angulation. Moved parallel. 
Tail set on low. Handled well and presented in good condition. 

STATE BRED BITCH

1st #91 | J Rasche & Ms GD Tomney - AUST CH ANVILHART OOH LA LA

BB. Well headed. Clean tight lips with pronounced cheeks. Keen. Correct ratio of muzzle to skull. 
Acceptable under jaw. Good bone. Straight front, clean in shoulders, strong pasterns. Compact. Good 
dark pigmentation. Can do with a bit more angulation in hind quarter to give her more second thigh. 
Tail of medium length and low set. Deep chest with acceptable underline. Moved okay. B. SBIS

2nd #92 | K Halston -Wyatt - ROCKPORT INK ART (Al)

BB. Clean deep through head, broad skull, strong in muzzle, round eye. Pronounced cheek muscles. 
Straight front legs. Strong pasterns. Nails black. Neck rather short. Balanced angulation front and 
back. Slight rise over loin. Not always parallel from behind.

3rd #93 | Carla Whitehorn - CH VALOURFORCE ADRENALINE JUNKIE

R. Strong headed bitch. Strong in muzzle, good under jaw, clean without excess skin, Rose ears - well 
placed. Good reach of muscular neck. Lots of bone. Straight legs. Feet could be tighter. Chest reaching 
past elbows. Tucked-up. Short in loin. Well angled in back. Hocks well let down. Close, short coat. Tail 
set on low. Handled well.



AUSTRALIAN BRED BITCH

As mentioned in the ring on the day. I loved judging this class!  
There were a lot of super bitches to choose from, who can very easily change places on another day.  

Was a tough ask to place them - what a great problem to have!!

1st #103 | Mrs R Bawden - CH CASTLEBAR RAISE THE ROOF

BB. Compact. Strong in muzzle and deep chiselled head. Clean with no loose skin. Rose ears. Clean 
shoulders. Strong pasterns with tight feet and black nails. Strong muscular neck, great arch. Deep, well 
sprung chest. Level top-line. Short in strong, muscular loin. Balanced angulation. Pronounced second 
thigh. Low set on tail carried low. Moved parallel with level top-line. B. AU.B.IS

2nd #98 | Ms D Edwards & Ms K Edwards - CH SOOKALOTT ETERNAL FLAME

W. Feminine head with the right proportions, clean lip and no loose skin. Pronounced cheek muscles. 
Rose ears. Neck rather short. Well laid back shoulders with straight front legs well under her in line 
with her wither. Level top-line. Deep chest, well sprung, reaching back with definite tuck-up. Good 
angulation in hindquarters with well developed second thigh. Hocks well let down. Correct pump 
handle tail. Black pigmentation. Handled well.

3rd #95 | Mrs M McLean & Mr A McLean - ONAHI GET YA KIT OFF

BB. Another compact bitch. Great expression. Strong head-piece, deep through. Strong in muzzle. The 
only Stafford with proper molar occlusion today - was lovely to see. Rose ears. Keen eye. Short strong 
neck. Front legs well under her. Definite tuck-up. Balanced angulation with slight rise over loin. Not 
quite the same reach and drive as the first two placed. Medium length tail set on low. Short, close coat. 
Well presented.

OPEN BRED BITCH

1st #114 | Mrs R Bawden - CH CASTLEBAR RING SIDE RIOT

BB. In a class of her own with no exaggerations of any kind. Head and skull, short, deep through with 
a broad skull. Parallel planes. Very pronounced cheek muscles, distinct stop, short (strong) fore-face, 
nose black. Lips tight and clean. Topline of skull flat. Deep stop that adds to correct eye shape and 
placement. Fore-face well filled up under the eyes. Broad, deep and strong under jaw. Medium, round 
eyes looking straight ahead, well pigmented with a soft expression. Rose ears. Neck is muscular, rather 
short, clean in outline with good balance between head neck and body. Legs straight and well boned, 
set rather wide apart, showing no weakness at the pasterns, the tight feet turn out a little. Shoulders 
well laid back with no looseness at elbow. Close coupled, strong in loin with level topline, wide front, 
deep brisket, well sprung ribs, muscular and well defined. Level topline on move and stack. Well-
bent stifle. Hocks well let down. Parallel movement. Free, powerful and agile with economy of effort. 
Discernible drive from hind legs. Tail medium length, low set, tapering to a point and carried rather 
low. Super specimen! Very happy to award her the Challenge, BIS. and B.O.IS. today.

2nd #107 | Mr P J Walsh & Mrs JM Walsh - CH URBANWATER CHERRY BOMB

R. Another well made bitch with great presence for her age. Clean head with deep through skull. 
Feminine. Strong enough in fore-face. Rose ears. Good reach of neck. Balanced angulation front and 
back. Straight front legs set well under her. Tight feet. Ribs well sprung extending to her elbows. Short 
in loin. Moved with comfort, keeping a level topline and parallel front and rear. Short close coat. 
Pump-handle tail set on low. Well handled.



3rd #109 | Mrs TJ Amos - VERYSHARP CODE BLACK

BB. A well balanced bitch with a lot of strength and bone. Strong fore-face with deep chiselled head. 
Not quite as clean as first and second placed but never-the-less lovely expression. Pronounced cheeks. 
Rose ears. Good pigmentation. Strong straight legs set well under her. Strong, muscular neck with 
enough reach. Well angulated front and rear. Brisket rather deep with pronounced sternum. Short in 
loin. Level top-line. Moved true. Pronounced second thigh and hocks well let down. Tail set on low.

OPEN NEUTER DOG

1st #48 | Mrs L Szirer - NEUTER CH. BORSTAFF WILLIAM WHITEHEAD

Pied. Pleasing head, strong forface. Scissor bite. Pronounced dome, deep through. Good pigmentation. 
Neck, muscular but rather short. Straight front legs. Strong pasterns and tight feet. Deep brisket with 
good tuck-up. Moved with level topline. Would prefer a bit more angulation in rear with pronounced 
second thigh. OPP. BNIS.

2nd #47 | Ms L Lelliott - NZ/AUS CH. POWERPAWS TWO SOX

B. Strong headed dog, looking great for his age. Blunt muzzle with strong under jaw. Great expression 
with a deep through skull and rose ears. Short neck, with good head carriage. Clean shoulders. Straight 
front legs set well under his body. Well laid back shoulders. Underline cut up into short coupling. Slight 
rise over strong loin. I’d prefer a bit more second thigh in the hind. Hock well let down. Acceptable 
movement. Good tail carriage.

3rd #49 | Mrs S Osborne - ETERNALSTAFF PRINCE OF PEACE

BB. Typical head piece with slightly longer muzzle ratio to skull. Clean, Deep through. Rose ears. Good 
length of neck. Level topline, good spring of rib extending back about two thirds. Loin short. Hind 
quarter well angulated. Hocks well let down. Tail set on low. Lost out on confidence today.

OPEN NEUTER BITCH

1st #116 | Mrs C Milne - STEPPENWOLF T ILLY DEVINE

B. Compact. Balanced. Very expressive head. Strong in muzzle with deep through chiselled skull. Keen 
round eye of medium size. Rose ears. Short muscular neck with ample reach. Straight front legs set well 
under her with no looseness, tight feet and strong pasterns. Great spring of rib leading into a tuck-up 
and short loin. Hind strong enough - possibly need a bit more second thigh. Hocks well let down. Tail 
set on low. Level topline. Sound movement. I was surprised going over this bitch, thinking what a 
shame for her to be neutered. She’ll be able to stand her ground against all the entire bitches, any day. I 
have no doubt that she will earn her title in no time. B. NIS.

2nd #115 | Ms T Huitema - CH. FULLAFIRE DEVIL U KNOW

B. Not as strong in head as the first place but still sufficient strength. Clean and deep through. Short 
neck. Front legs straight. Chest well sprung. Level topline. Hind has different angulation to front, 
leaving her a little unbalanced. Tail set - a bit stuck on, but very well trained. Never put a foot wrong!



3rd #119 | Ms C MOWBRAY - VALOURFORCE GUCCI

R. Clean head with strong forface tapering to black nose. Fill under eyes. Dark pigmentation. Eyes of 
medium size looking straight ahead. Ears slightly stronger than first and second. Straight front with 
strong pasterns. Would like a bit more prosternum to get the legs well under. Topline level. Short in 
loin. Hind quarter with knees pushing outwards. Hock well let down. Tail set on low. Coat close, short 
and smooth.

Thank you for showing your Staffords under me,  
Griet Coetzer (Zeracious)


